FARM CONFERENCE SENDS TAX ESCAPE TO LEGISLATURE

Notices Governor Too of Its Opinions to Sales Tax, Moore Bill

Lebanon.—The Conference of World Farm Organizations has expressed its support of the Governor Too's plan to eliminate the tax on farm equipment.

The Conference, which is composed of representatives from various farm organizations in the United States and other countries, has been meeting in Lebanon to discuss the current tax situation.

Governor Too has proposed to eliminate the tax on farm equipment, which he believes is a burden on farmers and hinders their ability to purchase new equipment.

The Conference agreed with Governor Too's proposal and called on the legislature to pass the bill without delay.

Taxation of Farm Equipment

Farmers have been paying a significant amount of money in taxes on farm equipment, which is essential for their operations.

Governor Too's proposal would provide much-needed relief to farmers and allow them to invest in new equipment and technologies to improve their productivity.

The Conference also called for the elimination of other unfair taxes on farmers, such as the inheritance tax and the estate tax.

It is hoped that the legislature will take up Governor Too's proposals and act promptly to help struggling farmers.

STATE FARM AUTO STRENGTH PLACES IT NEAR THE TOP

Handled 92.000 Claims in 1932; Assets and Surplus $15 Billion

Homewood, I11.—State Farm Auto Insurance Company continued its policy of handling all claims promptly, and its policyholders were pleased with the speed in which their claims were settled.

The company has handled 92,000 claims in 1932, and its assets and surplus are now $15 billion.

The company's policy is to settle all claims promptly and to give its policyholders a fair deal.

A Fishing Trip

By J. R. Clark

Lavon's—Lavon's method of preparing fish for the table is quite unique and is worth trying.

First, the fish are caught in the early morning hours, when they are fresh and active.

Next, they are cleaned and gutted, and their scales are removed.

Then, they are fried in hot oil until they are golden brown.

Finally, they are served with a generous helping of lemon and salt.

This method of cooking fish results in a delicious and satisfying meal.

Favor Cotton Exchange For Woolen Garments

Lebanon.—The Lebanon Chamber of Commerce has authorized the purchase of a large quantity of Favor Cotton Exchange for woolen garments.

The chamber has decided to use Favor Cotton Exchange for the manufacture of woolen garments, which are in high demand.

This decision is expected to result in increased sales and profits for the chamber.

Favor Cotton Exchange is a high-quality cotton that is ideal for the manufacture of woolen garments.

It is hoped that the chamber's decision will encourage other businesses to use Favor Cotton Exchange for their products.
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Looking Ahead for Agriculture

The increasing demand for foodstuffs and the need to improve agricultural productivity will continue to shape the agricultural sector in the coming years. The goal of raising living standards and ensuring food security will remain at the forefront of agricultural policies.

Sales Tax Cut Is Beside the Economy Horse

A proposal to cut sales tax is being considered as a measure to stimulate economic growth. However, the impact of such a measure on the overall economy requires careful consideration.

Wool for Sale

The demand for wool remains high, and wool growers should be encouraged to sell their wool at competitive prices. The Wool Marketing Contract is essential to maintain a steady supply of wool in the market.
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Wool Growers!

Wool is an important natural resource that can be sustained through proper management and use. Woolgrowers are encouraged to continue their efforts in promoting wool as a valuable commodity.
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Mail This Coupon Now

With Good Wool Guaranteed, We Pay Cash, No Questions Asked.

Prices are subject to change. Wool may be sold at any time. Wool grown should be sold directly to the mills. With 90% or more Wool of high quality, we are always able to meet the demands of the American Corporation, recognized by clean and efficient handling.

We will make a cash advance on your wool, provide safe storage and protection.

CONGRESSIONAL AGRICULTURAL COMMITTEE

Supt. of Documents, House of Representatives

Wool Bureau

Garden Seeds

Best varieties for Michigan... reliable, vigorous and productive.

Buy at these Farm Bureau Stores

Lapeer Pioneering Hart Muskegon City
Farmers Backed This Bill To Deflate Farm Debts

The American Farmers Bureau wrote about SenatorRepublican's Bill No. 2417 which will be discussed in the Senate and the House of Representatives. The bill would provide for the payment of interest only for 2 years and thereafter the principal and interest would be paid in 10 annual installments. It was introduced by Senator Barlow of Oregon and is scheduled for debate on March 15th. The Bureau believes that this bill is necessary to prevent the overproduction of farm products and to reduce the burden of farm debt.

O'Neal Forecasts Deflation Future for Senators

Says Safe, Saving Program Of Inflation Would

The financial situation was the general topic of conversation in the Senate Chamber on Monday. Senator O'Neal, of Idaho, said that the safe, saving program of inflation was a safe and saving program of deflation.

Farm Bureau Fence Made of Copper Bearing Steel Lasts Longer

The use of copper-bearing steel in farm fence construction adds many years to its life. The steel is said to be resistant to corrosion. The Bureau has placed orders for the use of copper-bearing steel in the construction of farm fences.
Farm Bureau Seeds For Yield!

Farm Bureau seeds are Michigan grown varieties that produce heavy yields of top quality hay or grain. That's why we have become one of Michigan's largest sellers of alfalfas, clovers and other field seeds.

Farm Bureau guarantees you wintery hardy alfalfas and clover seeds. They are genuine varieties, free from crop mixtures and weeds. We also guarantee the purity, quality and germination to be as represented.

Seed ranks first in making a crop. Its choice lies with you. The best goes further—requires less seed per acre—produces more.

Grow Better Chicks

At Lowest Cost With Mermash!

CHICKS raised on Mermash 16% protein simply walk away from those raised on other rations. See Mr. Cummin's pen against pen test below. Chicks fed Mermash are lusher, grow faster, feather better. Lenses are lower and the cost per pint in lower. There's a reason.

MERMASH is a superior dry mash—a starter, growing ration and egg ration. It contains Mermash which supplies iodine and other minerals lacking in Michigan soils and crops. Mermash is food from the sea—an ocean plant called kelp, and fish meal.

Other ingredients, listed pound for pound on the feed tag:
- Ground yellow corn, pure wheat bran, flour middlings, meat and bone scrap, alfalfa meal.

MERMASH leads as a chick ration because it supplies all the essential food elements. You can expect strong, well developed chicks that will be paying producers.

ALL COSTS are lower with Mermash because it is the best priced good chick starter and growing mash on the market. It's especially good for the rapid growth and development of young chickens and turkeys.

MERMASH leads as a chick ration because it supplies all the essential food elements. You can expect strong, well developed chicks that will be paying producers.

FARM BUREAU FERTILIZERS

For Beets and Spring Grains

FARM BUREAU FERTILIZERS contain the highest quality nitrogen, phosphorous and potash. As a result, boots are available in all grades. The nitrogen is guaranteed 100% immediately available. That assures quick starting of plants which means a strong, healthy, disease resistant stand and a maturity before frost.

Farmer Bureau oil drained from the tractor is much better than oils used previously. Fritz Mantey of Tuscola county wrote us last year. "The Mermash is coming up great. No motor trouble and it's in excellent condition."

Guarantee Bank Deposits

Reserve Bank deposits are safe, sound and secure. The government guarantees the depositor with the benefit of a corporation, in the same manner as it guarantees the depositor in banks and makes banking safe. The government protects the depositor with the benefit of a corporation, in the same manner as it guarantees the depositor in banks and makes banking safe.